
Ladies and Gentlemen, councilmen and members of the youth council, representatives of 
participating organizations and institutions of the Catholic Church of Geislingen, WMF 
employee´s organization, Nürtingen-Geislingen University, students of Michelberg-
Gymnasium, culture workshop Rätsche, SPD, GAL, Alewist Community, Protestant Adult 
Education, New Apostolic Church. 

I extend a warm welcome to all of you tonight.  

Special greetings and thanks go to the Evangelische Allianz, as initiator, and the Protestant 
Church of Geislingen, as organizer of this event tonight. 

I am especially honored and particularly pleased to welcome a survivor of these dark days in 
Geislingen today:  Miryam Sobel. 

Mrs Sobel is accompanied by her son Haim Sobol with his wife Varda Sobol, their son Liron and 
daughter Sivan,  

and by her daughter Chani Rieger with her husband Ittai and their children Asaf and Amit. 

Also here tonight are relatives from another former inmate of the camp here in Geislingen, Mrs 
Hanna Mann, born as Helen Jekel. They are her daughter Malka Zissmann, nee Mann, her 
grandson Mordechai Zissmann and Gisela Mann, Hanna Mann´s sister-in-law, who also 
survived the concentration camp in Auschwitz and other camps.  

A most special and heartfelt welcome to all of you and thank you very much for your 
coming. 

remembering – honoring – reconciling … 

this is the headline of today´s event with silent march and the function now taking place here. 

Remebering is a form of encounter – the Lebanse-American poet Kahlil Gibran once said. 

He probably had in mind an encounter with the past. In this case, too, it is at least for you, Mrs 
Sobel, an encounter with the past. But with that part of your past that is not at all connected 
with pleasant memories.  

For this reason I bow to you because you dare to encounter this part of your past. Also to help 
us keep the memories alive.  

The violence done to people under the dictatorship of Adolf Hitler here in Germany and beyond 
in the years of World-War II must not be forgotten. 

Something like this must never happen again. For this reason it is important to keep the 
memories alive and to recall again and again the injustice that was done to you and to hundreds 
of thousands other innocent people here. The longer something is in the past the greater is the 
danger to forget it. This injustice must never be forgotten! 

Today, 70 years after the end of World War II, we want to catch up on something that could not 
have been done yet.  



With this commemoration we want to perpetuate the victim´s memory. They are not to be 
forgotten. You, Mrs Miryam Sobel, and you, Mrs Gisela Mann, have come here as representatives 
to this memorial event in honor of all those who were imprisoned in concentration camps, 
agonized, and murdered. 

A human being is hidden behind the inmate´s number 20.572 and the name of Maria (Manci) 
Kaufmann, born 20.04.1927 in Rahov (CSSR) – today´s Ukraine, , as with all the other numbers 
and names on this list. And you are this human being, Mrs Miryam Sobel. 

A few weeks ago the names of the then known girls and women who were imprisoned here in 
Geislingen were read out. Today we have 813 names that we know.  

And you, Mrs Sobel, give one of these numbers and one of these names – in place of all the 
others -  a FACE. I sincerely thank you for this.  

Today´s event also carries the headline of RECONCILIATION. 

Quite a few people might doubt whether reconciliation is even possible, after all that has been 
done to you here in Geislingen.  

Your visit gives us hope that this is possible. However, at least I am conscious of how big a step 
this is that you took. 

Dr Carl Peter Fröhlich, a German philologist, philosopher and aphorist, said in regard to 
reconciliation:  

Every reconcilement is an act of peace which makes our planet earth a little bit more habitable 
again.  

I think I can speak on behalf of everyone when I say:  

Thank you very much, Mrs Sobel and your family, and all the other guests from Israel who have 
come here to us in Geislingen today, that you show us that reconciliation is possible. 

Though my, our generation has not committed injustice to you, we are infinitely thankful for 
this reconciliation.  

But also for helping us keep the memories alive.  

In acknowledgement of our gratitude I would like to give you this illustrated book on Geislingen 
as a present.  

May this illustrated book not evoke your dark memories, but rather show you that this city, 
which is connected with so many horrible memories, also has many nice aspects.  

Thank you.  

(Senior Mayor of Geislingen, Frank Dehmer,  

May 8th 2015)


